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Management Summary
In order to construct a vibrant, urban atmosphere, cities need to be built on and around solid infrastructure, both tangible (like roads, public transit, traffic control, utility delivery, schools, hospitals, police
and fire stations, etc.) and intangible (like zoning laws, business development policies, etc.). Being
“average” in tangible infrastructure usually isn’t good enough and being “worse than average” is an indicator of troubles today, with more troubles ahead. Unfortunately, few cities and towns have enough extra
money (i.e., a sizable surplus) to spend their ways out of infrastructure shortcomings. The bottom line is
that infrastructure really does matter, as it is very hard for existing businesses to continue to grow and for
new ones to form without the proper municipal infrastructure. While everyone would like to see the
municipal governments take financial responsibility for improving all of this infrastructure, this just may
not be possible in the current era of capped taxation and tighter budgets. In the end, it may fall on the
businesses to improve the infrastructure themselves to realize their vision for the future. Often, this is true
if the need is critical, time is short, and businesses and individuals can be mobile. In poker terms, you
might say that the opening requirement is “Jacks or better”. If you don’t have above average infrastructure, you might not be able to play!
Like a modern municipality, the modern enterprise must keep their data center infrastructure at a
“Jacks or better” level, i.e., updated with the newest technologies in order provide the best SLAs for their
employees and partners and, thus, able to compete successfully within their industry. This includes all of
the elements of a modern IT infrastructure, including processing, memory, networking, and storage.
High-Performance Computing (HPC) almost always demands the newest processing capability available.
Financial markets almost always demand the fastest response possible to accurately and promptly complete all transactions. All industries demand the lowest possible total cost of ownership (TCO), in order
to meet the goals established and stay within the IT budgetary guidelines. In order to be “in the game”,
the enterprise data center has to constantly get faster, get smarter, and get more efficient. One way
to do this is through deploying the best infrastructure available to the enterprise.
One company that values the importance of an advanced infrastructure, and delivers on that value, is
HP. With the latest version of their ProLiant family of integrated systems, called Generation 8, HP can
provide every company, from the SMB to the
major enterprise, with a configuration designed for
and sized to their needs. To learn more about the
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latest HP ProLiant servers, please read on.
Enterprise Data Center Requirements
Today, IT personnel everywhere are talking
about Big Data, and the demands that the rapid
expansion of Big Data places upon the IT infrastructure. Quite simply, the demands that result
from exploding data storage on infrastructure, floor
space, and energy are not sustainable.
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Today‘s infrastructure paradigms must
change to enable the data center to remain
within budget while fulfilling growing demands. Many members of the data center staff
are consumed in trying to design and deploy a
server environment that can deliver the scalable
performance required by the enterprise to support
petabytes of data within the limited space and energy available. The enterprise likely would be
better served if they were dedicated to developing
new innovations for the enterprise.
However, no one really cares about Big
Data as a concept; what they really care about
is the amount of useful information that can be
extracted from that data. Any new server infrastructure must support the maximum throughput
needed to turn Big Data into valuable information
that the enterprise can use to improve their competitive position and/or to meet service delivery
objectives. Often, Big Data consists largely of
unstructured data, such as messages, images, and
sensor readings that, for example, can be used to
forecast impending sales fluctuations or traffic
flow around busy city streets. While scalability,
operational performance (computational execution), and total cost of ownership (TCO) are critical features looking forward, the infrastructure
selected also must have the reliability that every
enterprise demands to ensure availability and the
management simplicity necessary to enable easeof-use for the smallest SMB.
Matching the Server Architecture to the
Needs of the Application
At the end of the day, enterprises care mostly
about the information processing work that gets
done and often much less about the server architecture and componentry that are deployed to do
the work. This is not because the infrastructure is
unimportant but because applications and data
most likely are defined at a higher level. Thus,
what enterprises want is to get the work done at
the lowest possible costs while still meeting their
Service Level Agreement objectives. As often is
the case, there is more than one way to make this
happen, especially with respect to the server infrastructure’s underlying architecture.
Traditionally, enterprise applications were
processed using the fastest, best endowed, and
most capable servers and the latest generation of
processor chips. Typically, the processor cores
have been subdivided by virtualization, because
few applications required all of what a single core
could deliver. Of course, with all of the focus on
high performance, the acquisition costs, energy,
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and floor space costs tend to be high.
In this era of Big Data and high-performance
computing, often it is better to spread the application across many cores to get the work done more
quickly. These tend to be applications that “scale
out”. If this was done on the highest performing
cores just described, the costs would escalate dramatically and likely would have been too expensive.
This brings us to the era of lower-performing
processor architectures and chips (often an SOC,
or system on a chip) that cost less (per core),
require less energy, and can be packed more
densely in a rack, all while satisfying the need for
scalability. Today, there are many choices for
lower-performing processors from Intel and AMD
(the traditional vendors of the highest performing
processors) and from others, many of them based
on the ARM architecture. While they may be different in terms of instruction set and how they
achieve their low-cost and low-energy objectives
(all part of the TCO), they each offer a lower-cost
alternative (in comparison to the most expensive,
fully-endowed processors).
Doing It Right
Having the right architecture with an acceptable TCO is only the first step. It needs to be
manageable, i.e., you need to be able to get the
work done easily without requiring the most talented (and expensive) administrators. Simplicity
is key but the management software needs to present a unified perspective across the IT resources
being managed and the work (applications) being
done.
HP to the Rescue
One company that has been paying attention
to the changing face of infrastructure requirements
is HP, who recently announced a series of new
server cartridges1 for their HP Moonshot
System. This complements the innovation exhibited by HP in their recent announcements of a new
generation of ProLiant Servers Generation 8, with
new models that can be used to deploy traditional
enterprise applications, and new ConvergedSystems, integrated to provide simplicity for the data
center staff with the configuration, ordering, and
deployment of specifically tailored solutions, all
managed by HP’s Insight Management2. Each of
these will be discussed below.
1

A server cartridge is a pluggable module that adds the processor(s) into the server. Often, a variety of server cartridges is
offered, so that the right one for a given use can be added to an
otherwise more general server architecture.
2
HP Insight Management does not include HP OneView.
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Exhibit 1

Source: HP

HP Moonshot System
The HP Moonshot System is the first software-defined server with a converged infrastructure that is used to maximize efficiency and scalability, and accelerate innovation. It offers breakthrough, scale-out performance for lightweight
workloads, changing the economics of the data
center. HP has implemented several new features
in Moonshot to create a new style of IT designed
to obtain maximum value from the information
being collected by Big Data, hosting, cloud, and
security applications. It employs an infrastructure
designed to be shared. Using a set of low-power
(energy-efficient) processors with shared management, power, cooling, networking, and storage,
Moonshot minimizes the TCO of the IT infrastructure, as shown in Exhibit 1, above.
With up to 45 hot-plug server cartridges, the
HP Moonshot system is designed around the HP
Moonshot 1500 Chassis. It has been configured
as a purpose-built 4.3U chassis, optimized for specific workloads using efficient, extreme lowenergy servers, each tuned to a specific workload.
It uses up to 80% less space and up to 80% less
energy, resulting in up to 97% less complexity.3
For the right workloads, Moonshot can be up to
77% less costly.4 It was not designed as a general
purpose server.
HP has established the Pathfinder Innovation
Ecosystem to bring together industry leading
3
4

According to HP.
According to HP.

partners dedicated to working together to develop,
deliver, and deploy Internet-scale solutions at an
accelerated rate. Using the latest low-power processors from Intel, AMD, and Texas Instruments,
among others, HP has developed a collection of
four server cartridges so far, in order to deploy the
right server for the right application. Each is described below.
HP ProLiant Moonshot Server Cartridge
HP’s ProLiant Moonshot Server Cartridge has
been designed with the Intel Atom Processor
S1260. This purpose-built web server provides
maximum results in a dedicated hosting environment with greater revenue from a smaller footprint. It drives down your TCO using low-energy
server processors and direct attached disk drives.
The Moonshot Server Cartridge has 8GB of RAM
per node and one SFF5 SATA HDD at 500GB or
1TB or one SFF 240GB SSD.

HP ProLiant m300 Server Cartridge
ProLiant m300 is a low-powered server
that is designed to improve dramatically increasing web traffic to client sites, efficiently
increasing compute capacity. The growth of
social media and web computing is currently
being restricted by an inadequate infrastructure.
The m300 cartridge is ideal for web service and
content delivery needs. It enables the data center to deploy a solution with shared resources
for power, cooling, networking, and storage in
select workloads. It enables the data center
5

Small form factor.
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staff to “right-size” the IT infrastructure,
keeping energy costs and TCO down for
applications that deploy lightweight computing
tasks, repetitively. The ProLiant m300 delivers
an economical path to scaling for these solutions. (See Exhibit 2, above.)
The ProLiant m300 is configured with the
Intel Atom Processor C2750 (code name
Avoton) – an 8-core system on a chip (SOC) at
2.4GHz with up to 32Gb of RAM memory per
node and one SFF SATA or SSD drive, with
your choice of capacity It delivers optimum
performance in for lightweight workloads. Fully configured, it supports up to 3600 cores and
14TB of memory per rack. It is an extremely

efficient server. A data center with 200 1U,
single processor servers deployed in five racks
can reduce that to 152 ProLiant m300 servers
in less than one rack, with each m300 Server
Cartridge using 19.5W at peak, 10W typical, or
5W when idle, according to HP.
HP ProLiant m700 Server Cartridge
The HP ProLiant m700 Server Cartridge has
been purpose-built to combat an increasingly costly and complex desktop environment, caused by
an ever-expanding number of mobile devices. It
features four AMD Opteron X2150 APUs with
8GB of RAM per node. It is designed to deliver
hosted desktops to workers on any device,
anywhere, at any time. Thus, the m700 can be

Exhibit 3

Source: HP
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configured with up to 32GB of storage per cartridge. It offers higher single-threaded performance than competing processors, and the highest
density, most power-efficient small-core x86 to
date, according to AMD. With integrated graphics
acceleration, this cartridge is the foundation of the
HP ConvergedSystem 100 for Hosted Desktops,
which offers accelerated remote desktop deployment. The m700 cartridge provides:
 Improved security and compliance by
centralizing desktops, data, and applications;
 Enhanced worker productivity wherever
they are;
 Streamlined desktop support for continuous operation; and
 Improved business agility by scaling
and adapting to changes quickly, without disruption.
According to HP, it can deliver up to 44%
lower TCO and up to 90% faster deployment
than traditional desktops while improving
security and compliance for mobile workers.
(See Exhibit 3, at the bottom of the previous
page.)

ProLiant m800 Server Cartridge
The ProLiant m800 Server Cartridge has
been purpose-built for the telecom and energy
exploration industries for acceleration of LTE,
voice transcoding and seismic workloads. It
was designed for applications that perform
analysis or processing on streaming data, such

as telecommunication and seismic processing.
Powered by four Texas Instruments Keystone II
based 66AK2H processors featuring four ARM
A15 cores and eight C66x DSP cores per processor, the ProLiant m800 meets the challenge
of the increasing costs of developing and maintaining proprietary hardware and software solutions for telecommunications service providers.
The ProLiant m800 delivers all the signaltranslation power the data center will need for
VoIP/LTE for telecommunications or lightweight seismic processing for oil and gas discovery. (See Exhibit 4, above.)
HP ProLiant Gen8 Family
With the announcement by Intel of the new E5
Intel Xeon Processor E5-2600 v2 (Ivy Bridge), HP
has done a refresh to the HP ProLiant server line Generation 8. This refresh affects HP servers
across the board from blade to rack-mounted.
From the DL360p and DL380p to the ML350p to
the BL460c, HP has upgraded its Gen8 server family with the newest technology available. This
also includes the SL230, SL250, SL270, and the
new SL2500, with additional servers to be refreshed in the near future. Upgrade kits are available for existing Gen8 servers.
With Generation 8 of the ProLiant family, HP
now offers additional performance, confirmed by
industry-standard benchmarks, such as VMmark,
to support virtualization, cloud-based applications,
and analytics, plus additional intelligence for faster
problem resolution through proactive monitoring
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to automate the enterprise data center with new
smart management features and tools to minimize
manual processes. New server efficiencies and
innovations enable the data center to achieve a
five-month ROI by reducing power consumption,
cooling costs, floor space, and increasing administrator productivity.6 Using the HP ProActive Insight architecture, all Gen8 servers are designed to
automate, accelerate, and enhance the server environment. (See Exhibit 5, above.)
HP has used the new Intel Xeon technology to
provide additional modularity, density, and flexibility for the high-performance computing (HPC)
enterprise. This includes the ProLiant SL2500,
SL4500, and SL6500 Gen8 Server, along with the
new HP Moonshot System (which will be discussed on the next page).
HP ProLiant SL2500 Gen8 Scalable System
One of the biggest, continuing issues facing
the data center staff is finding enough space to
house all of the data center infrastructure. Building a new data center for most enterprises is out of
the question. In order to gain the maximum value
for the space that you do have, the data center staff
requires a scalable, density-optimized server that
enables increased processing power within the
same, or smaller, footprint. This is where the HP
ProLiant SL2500 Gen8 Scalable System fits.
The SL2500 is a very dense chassis with up to
four independent servers in a 2U form factor. It
provides all of the features that an enterprise data
center might expect or hope for, while also being
6

According to HP.

optimized for efficiency, density, and flexibility.
In fact, the ProLiant SL2500 doubles the server
density when compared to standard rack servers,
enabling the data center staff to deploy up to 80
nodes in a standard 42U rack. In addition, the
SL2500 supports up to 12 LFF (large form factor)
or 24 SFF (small form factor) drives for demanding scale-out applications. This increases available floor space, improves performance while lowering energy consumption, and provides flexible
configurations that fit within the existing rack
infrastructure. By doing so, the SL2500 preserves
the data center investment in their existing rack
infrastructure.
Deployed in this chassis are up to four 1U or
two 2U hot-pluggable SL210t Gen8 servers, depending upon application requirements. These
nodes can be serviced independently, without disrupting the performance of the other nodes within
the chassis. This provides for increased server
uptime and a greater level of business continuity.
Each SL210t is configured with dual Intel Xeon
E5-2600 v2 processors, available with various
speeds and core count, enabling the data center to
deploy processors from 60W to 130W, depending
on application requirements, in a 1U rack format.
Each SL210t can support up to 512GB of
memory. This efficient package enables the
SL2500 to share both power and cooling.
HP ProLiant SL4500 Scalable System
Today’s typical siloed architectures are not optimized for massive scale-out server workloads,
thus they do not provide cures for the many challenges facing the data center in terms of capacity,
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energy consumption, and infrastructure complexity. The HP ProLiant SL4500 Gen8 server
series employs HP innovation to deploy a purposebuilt server for the scaling required by Big Data,
i.e., scaling to petabytes, with the right mix of capacity and performance. It may be optimized for
specific workloads because, as a result of its flexibility, it can be configured in many ways for compute and storage, and tuned and balanced to match
high-performance application needs, such as for
Big Data. It uses a converged and balanced architecture tested at the factory for analytics, combining disk and solid state storage to accelerate
performance. In addition, it offers the enterprise
reliability and serviceability expected from all
ProLiant servers.
The HP ProLiant SL4540 Gen8 Server can be
configured with one, two, or three compute nodes,
with up to two Intel Xeon E5-2400 series CPUs,
each with four, six, or eight cores, in a 4.3U form
factor, and supporting up to 240TB per chassis and
2.16PB in a 42U rack7. The Xeon E5-2400 series
provides essential performance and power efficiency, along with more adaptability using Intel
QuickPath, Integrated Memory Controller, Turbo
Boost, Intelligent Power Technologies and Trusted
Execution Technology.
Each node supports up to 192GB of DDR3
RDIMM memory. A one node configuration with
60 drives is ideal for object storage applications
requiring a large amount of storage capacity. A
two-node configuration with 25 drives per node
provides the balance needed for applications like
email and data analytics. When you need to deploy parallel processing applications, such as
Hadoop, the SL4540 can be configured with three
compute nodes, with 15 drives per node.
Innovations in HP’s Smart Array storage technology, a key component of the ProLiant SL4500,
include Predictive Rebuild to reduce downtime
exposure, improved data retention with FlashBacked Write Cache, and increased data protection
with advanced data mirroring. The SL4540 has
superior serviceability with hot-plug components
through the system and HP provides the data center staff with seamless management of the cluster,
server and storage through integrated remote support. The SL4540 also includes the HP iLO Management Engine, providing Agentless Management and Active Health System monitoring to improve overall reliability.
The converged infrastructure of the ProLiant
7

HP also provides an HP ProLiant SL4545 G7 server based on
the AMD Opteron technology.
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SL4500 enables the enterprise to reduce the TCO
of its IT infrastructure with energy savings through
a shared power and cooling design, and HP’s Sea
of Sensors technology, while at the same time,
reducing complexity with fewer cables. In fact,
the HP power supplies, Platinum Plus Redundant
Power Supplies, are up to 94% efficient.
HP ProLiant SL6500 Scalable System
Purpose-built for HPC and high transaction
volumes using modular nodes with advanced
server technologies, the 4U HP ProLiant SL6500
servers incorporate high-performance features,
such as FDR InfiniBand and integrated GPUs for
the hyperscale environment, within an innovative
shared infrastructure to greatly reduce costs, to
increase power efficiency, and to increase density.
The ProLiant SL6500 uses an innovative series of
nodes purpose-built to increase capacity, enhance
serviceability, and provide greater configurability,
while also improving performance and lowering
the TCO of the IT infrastructure.
HP has developed three new nodes within
their ProLiant SL200 Gen8 family to provide this
functionality for the SL6500 data center. The
SL200 models use the Intel Xeon Processor
E5-2600v2 family with one or two processors in
each node, a variety of cache sizes, and 256GB of
ECC memory. This family supports a wide variety of core counts, from 4 to 12, and a wide range
of processor speeds, from 1.7 to 3.5GHz. The
configuration differences for each of the three
nodes are described below.
HP ProLiant SL230s

The SL230s Gen8 Server is configured as a
dense, high-performance 1U node in a half-width
tray, providing power efficiency and tailor-made
configurability. Thus, up to eight HP ProLiant
SL230s Gen8 nodes can fit into the 4U HP ProLiant SL6500 Scalable System. The SL230s node
can support up to 2.5” hot-plug or non-not-plug
SFF SAS/SATA/SSD or two LFF SAS/SATA
non-hot-plug drives.
HP ProLiant SL250s Gen8

The HP ProLiant SL250s Gen8 Server
delivers a balanced compute solution in a 2U halfwidth tray, and provides-high performance CPU
or accelerator computing that supports the latest
NVIDIA Kepler GPUs and Intel Xeon Phi 5110p
and 7120p coprocessors. Up to four HP ProLiant
SL250 Gen8 nodes fit into the 4U HP ProLiant
SL6500 Scalable System. The SL250s Gen8
server supports 2.5” hot-plug SAS/SATA/SSD or
non-hot plug LFF drives. It has a 2U form factor.
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HP ProLiant SL270 Gen8 SE server

The HP ProLiant SL270s Gen8 SE Server is
designed to provide extreme accelerator density
for high-performance computing, with up to eight
accelerators enabled per node in a 4U half-width
tray with up to two HP ProLiant SL270 Gen8 SE
nodes fitting into the 4U HP ProLiant SL6500
Scalable System. The SL270s is ideal as a solution optimized for high performance. It supports
both the latest NVidia Kepler GPUs and Intel
Xeon Phi 5110p coprocessors. The SL270s Gen8
server supports up to eight hot-plug SAS, SATA,
and/or SSD drives within a 4U form factor.

HP ConvergedSystem
The challenges presented by the opportunities
to glean more and more information out of the
unstructured data being collected today are tremendous, but not insurmountable. Today’s data
center almost certainly is struggling with the task
of gaining insight from the data it is collecting.
Previous generations cannot handle the load with
the necessary low cost and high(er) performance.
New IT infrastructure is required to transform the
data being collected, managed and analyzed. HP
is attempting to meet that challenge with a set of
Converged Systems that will enable the enterprise
to gain a competitive advantage.
HP has designed an entire family of ConvergedSystems to facilitate the configuration,
deployment, and maintenance for today’s data
center. (See Exhibit 6, above.) ConvergedSystems remove the complexity from the IT infrastructure, enabling the data center staff to reduce
the time, cost, and risk of new application de-

ployment by using workload-optimized, integrated
systems that make maximum use of system capacity, including the HP ConvergedSystem 100 for
Hosted Desktops (discussed in the next section).
Thus, the era of Do-IT-Yourself is over. By
changing the paradigm for the deployment of new
applications designed to address new business opportunities, such as the aforementioned Big Data,
cloud, and mobility applications, HP delivers simplicity by design enabling the data center staff to
accelerate innovation with workload-optimized
systems.
The HP ConvergedSystem 100 for Hosted
Desktops
The HP ConvergedSystem 100 for Hosted
Desktops enables the data center staff to deploy an
all-in-one compute, storage, and networking system that delivers desktops for Citrix XenDesktop
non-persistent users, reducing TCO by up to 44%
and lowering power requirements by up to 63%8.
Each user gets his/her own independent compute
and graphics processing unit, delivering a fullpowered PC desktop experience to each. Some of
the benefits include:
 Improved security and compliance;
 Enhanced user productivity;
 Streamlined desktop support; and
 Improved business agility.
Configured within an HP Moonshot 1500
chassis with up to 45 AMD Opteron-based Server
Cartridges, the ConvergedSystem 100 enables PCquality multimedia capabilities, providing for a
8

According to HP
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better user experience. With full integration from
the factory, the ConvergedSystem 100 can usually
be deployed within two hours.
The HP ConvergedSystem 300 for Vertica
The HP ConvergedSystem 300 for Vertica has
been designed to discover the insights in the Big
Data that the data center has been amassing. The
ConvergedSystem 300 for Vertica is a purposebuilt, integrated, turnkey Big Data solution that
combines HP’s ProLiant DL380p Gen8 server
with HP’s Vertica Analytics Platform to enable the
enterprise to increase application performance
while, at the same time freeing up IT staff to
engage in business innovation.
The ConvergedSystem 300 for Vertica delivers a massively-parallel database and an extensible
analytics platform optimized for real-time analysis
of data scaling into the PB range. The ConvergedSystem 300 for Vertica enables the data
center to:
 Improve performance by orders of
magnitude;
 Improve time-to-value and reduce implementation risk;
 Increase productivity and value;
 Improve efficiency and reduce incident
resolution time; and
 Proactively prevent problems through
analysis, advice, and proactive system
updates by identifying and addressing
them before they cause performance issues.
The HP ConvergedSystem for Virtualization
The HP ConvergedSystem for Virtualization
includes everything required for a complete virtualization solution. It enables faster development,
comprehensive lifecycle management, and unified
support when you need it now. With two models,
the HP ConvergedSystem 300 for Virtualization
and the HP ConvergedSystem 700 for Virtualization, HP can provide enterprises of all sizes with
a virtualization platform tailored to their
virtualization needs – without the complexity.
HP ConvergedSystem 300

The HP ConvergedSystem 300 for Virtualization is a simple, standardized configuration optimized for between 50 to 300 VMs. Using the
VMware hypervisor, the ConvergedSystem 300,
based upon three DL380p Gen8 servers, has twice
the performance and a 25% lower entry price than
that of a comparable VCE Vblock solution9.
According to HP.
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HP ConvergedSystem 700

The ConvergedSystem 700 for Virtualization
delivers a best-in-class virtualized infrastructure10,
with integrated software, hardware, services, and
support. It is a more scalable, standardized solution optimized to handle from 100 to more then
1000 VMs and enabled for cloud management
with transparent scalability and VMware vSphere
5.1 virtualization, with all managed from a single
pane of glass. Based upon HP’s BladeSystem
c7000 platform with HP’s ProLiant BL460c Gen8
server blades, HP’s Virtual Connect Flex Fabric,
and the HP 3PAR StoreServ 7200 storage array,
the ConvergedSystem 700 delivers three times the
efficiency at a 28% lower TCO than the traditional
DIY paradigm.11
HP CloudSystem
With the industry’s most complete, integrated,
and open solution to build a cloud, the HP
CloudSystem offers a fast, simple path to the
cloud. This enables the data center to make all
cloud users more productive through an easy-touse interface, thus gaining control of a hybrid
cloud from a single platform. With rapid deployment, cloud users can be installed and up-andrunning quickly. HP’s CloudSystem can grow as
needed with a built-in upgrade path.
With HP CloudSystem Foundation, the enterprise testing the waters of the cloud can deploy a
platform that supports basic cloud infrastructure
services to its users. The more experienced data
center can deploy a more comprehensive cloud
solution with HP CloudSystem Enterprise. This
hybrid cloud platform delivers advanced infrastructure services as well as platform and application services.
HP AppSystem for SAP HANA
Built upon HP’s converged infrastructure, HP
AppSystems for SAP HANA enables the enterprise
to accelerate access to critical business data.
Massive quantities of data may be processed
in-memory to provide immediate results from
analysis and transactions. HP offers multiple solutions for HP AppSystems for SAP HANA, which
are based upon both the HP ProLiant DL580 and
the HP ProLiant DL980 G7. This platform provides enterprises with a powerful platform to
quickly deploy up to 15 test and development
HANA instances on a single physical server. HP
also can deliver a scale-out configuration based
upon the HP ProLiant BladeSystem and an SME
10

9
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According to HP
According to HP.
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Exhibit 7

What’s new with Insight CMU
New Features

HP Insight CMU Connector Ecosystem

• Auto-Discovery of new servers

New Platforms
• Support for all new HP Moonshot Servers
• Support for HP ProLiant SL2500 Gen8 Servers

New Insight CMU Connector Partners
• Adaptive Computing, Altair, Platform, Mellanox now
• Univa coming soon

batch
scheduler

Linux
distribution

HP
Insight
CMU

fabric
manager

Support for new Big Data solutions
• Support for Big Data solution and Hadoop reference
architectures

Creates a validated and tested
management solution for clusters

Source: HP

solution based upon the HP ProLiant ML350p
Gen8.

delivering HP OneView, the first converged infrastructure management solution.

HP Insight Manager
HP Insight Management is a complete suite of
ProLiant Server lifecycle management capabilities. The core components that make up Insight
Management are HP iLO Management Engine,
HP Insight Control, and HP Insight Online. With
Insight Management’s proactive management and
built-in automation, ProLiant Servers are so intelligent they practically manage themselves. (See
what’s new in Insight Cluster Management Utility
in Exhibit 7, above.)
 HP iLO Management Engine is a complete
set of embedded management features supporting the complete lifecycle of the server, from
initial deployment through ongoing management to service alerting and support.
 HP Insight Control is essential server management that enables full utilization of the management capabilities built into HP ProLiant
Servers. Insight Control delivers powerful features to proactively monitor ProLiant Server
health and performance (both physical and virtual), deploy multiple ProLiant Servers quickly,
reduce energy costs, and control ProLiant Servers from anywhere.
 HP Insight Online provides one-stop, secure
access to the information needed to monitor the
devices in the HP data center, along with standard warranty and contract services, from anywhere, anytime.
In addition, HP has already announced and is

Conclusion
A new landscape for IT is emerging in every
enterprise data center. With compounding growth
in mobility, cloud, and Big Data, there is a greater
need than ever for comprehensive systems to enable the enterprise to open new product and business opportunities. This converged architecture
must include hardware, software, and services.
That is exactly what HP has done. Starting with
the new ProLiant Gen8 servers, HP has put together real solutions for the problems that most
data centers face every day.
With workload-optimized solutions based upon decades of experience, HP
has put together fully-integrated,
converged systems that are easy
to order, easy to deploy, and
easy to manage and support. If
you are tired of the do-ityourself style of specifying and
managing your IT architecture,
you need to check out HP’s
ProLiant Gen8 servers.
SM
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